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Shearsman Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 86 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.2in.The Paths
of Survival explores the fragility of the written word; the ways in which it is destroyed and the ways
in which, by each fresh miracle, it endures against all the odds. Tracing the few surviving fragments
of Aeschyluss lost tragedy, Myrmidons, which notoriously depicted the doomed love of the Greek
hero Achilles for his fellow warrior Patroclus, the volume moves backwards in time across two and
a half millennia; from a tiny scrap of papyrus in a present-day Oxford library to the dying Aeschylus
revising his masterpiece in 5th-century BCE Sicily. Along the way, the poems dramatic monologues
introduce clerks and conquerors, pagans and popes, tyrants and tricksters, as well as translators,
anthologists, editors, librarians - and, of course, readers - as each one responds to the text,
transforming and perverting it, sometimes intentionally, sometimes unwittingly, for better, for
worse, but always with passion. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guideline! Its this sort of very good go through. I have got read and i am confident that i will gonna read through once more once more in the
future. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Joa na  Cha m plin-- Joa na  Cha m plin

Unquestionably, this is the finest work by any publisher. I really could comprehended every little thing using this published e book. You will not sense
monotony at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you question me).
-- Joe K essler-- Joe K essler
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